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Delegation reports on Con Con progress
By Dana Smith
Montana Kaimin Reporter
The Missoula Constitutional
Convention delegation has re
turned from Helena, confident that
the convention will go smoothly
once under way, Jan. 17.
The following are some com
ments the delegates made about
the first week of the convention
in Montana Kaimin interviews.
Daphne Bugbee—"The conven
tion is going beautifully. There is
a definite feeling in the group—
a sense of fraternity has developed
among the members.”
George Heliker—“Everyone feels
things will come out remarkably
well and as close to nonpartisan as
could be.”
Lucille Speer — “We accom
plished a great deal. Relations are
excellent. It is really an exciting
thing.”
Katie Payne—“Everyone is look
ing forward to the convention.
They feel very responsible about
what they are getting into."
Robert Campbell—“I was im
pressed with the Missoula delega
tion as compared with the other
delegations."
Delegates also made comments
about what will probably occur
when the convention convenes.
John Toole of Missoula said he
thought the convention was off to
an “excellent start.”
“The issue of partisanship is
pretty well buried,” he said. “The
delegates are a group of dedicated
people there to ratify a constitu
tion which will be accepted by the
people of Montana.”

™
.
Besides serving as
vice ___
presi
dent of the convention, Toole is
chairman of the Administrative
and Public Information commit
tees. He also serves on the Legis
lative Committee.
Toole said he favors a “short
ballot” constitution, one that pro
vides for appointment rather than
election of certain state officials,
including the treasurer and audi
tor, and possibly the superinten
dent of education.
Campbell, a 30-year-old Mis
soula attorney, said he believes
the convention will feel the impact
of its young delegates. He ex
plained that at a meeting of young
people during the convention, it
was decided the young members
of the convention should have
more responsible roles.
“Since we (the young delegates)
are not the most politically ex
perienced, we thought we should
help each other out,” he said.
Campbell is assigned to the Bill
of Rights committee.
Speer, 72, predicted that the con
vention will complete Its work in
two months in view of the organ
ization which has already taken
place. The retired UM documents
librarian said because convention
president Leo Graybill “moves
things with fairness and speed, the
convention will move at a good
pace, yet do a thorough job with
no time wasted."
She explained that delegates in
dicated which committees they
wished to serve on, and that 80 per
cent received their first choice.
Speer will serve on the committee

U M police stop tow ing,
use car locking device
If you repeatedly do not pay
your parking tickets, your oar
will not be towed away. As a
final resort it will be locked where
it stands. The campus security
force has the key.
The new procedure which deals
with repeated parking offenders
involves the use of a vehicle im
mobilization device, Ed Russ, chief
of security, said yesterday.
The device will be used only on
cars whose owners cannot be iden
tified by campus security police
through the University and the
state registration d e p a r t m e n t .
These include cars that have outof-state licenses or no licenses.
The metal immobilizer attaches

to the rim of the front wheel, mak
ing it impossible for the car to be
driven, Russ said. The device is
painted a bright yellow.
A notice taped to the front win
dow of the car cannot blow away
The operator must notify the se
curity office before someone from
the security force will remove the
device, he said.
This will eliminate a towing fee
for the operator, Russ said. Only
vehicles that block campus emer
gency lanes will be towed away,
he said.
Russ said many universities use
these devices. The one purchased
by the University cost less than
$100, he said.

.
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studying
local1 government arti
cle of the constitution.
“Local government is one of the
most important areas for revision,"
Speer said. The article as it stands
is very inadequate, she said.
Delegates will be busy studying
research reports relating to their
committees prepared by the pre
paratory commission, so work can
begin as soon as the convention
convenes in January, Speer said.
Payne, assigned to the committee
studying local government, also
serves on the public information
committee in charge of public re
lations. This is an important com
mittee because its job is to get
people to accept what is written,
she said.
Payne favors appointing the
treasurer and auditor because
“these are just housekeeping
duties.” She also said she believes
Supreme Court justices should be
appointed.
Heliker, 53-year-old UM eco
nomics professor, thinks the Mon
tana plan of judicial reform will
be one of the most controversial
issues at the convention because
there are strong feelings on the
subject, both pro and con.
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Heliker. who
Heliker,
who was nnnaintM
appointed
chairman of the Public Health,
Welfare and Labor committee, ex
plained that Graybill tried to
choose committee chairmen and
vice chairmen of differing back
grounds and opinions.
Heliker favors a unicameral leg
islature because it would simplify
the legislature and reduce cost by
reducing size. He is coordinating
study groups of people outside of
the convention to research all as
pects of a unicameral legislature.
Any student interested in helping
should contact Heliker.
Missoula lawyer J. C. Garlington, 63, is vice chairman of the
committee studying the executive
branch. He said his committee is
sending past governors of Montana
invitations to present their views
on executive branch changes.
Garlington favors appointing
state officials within the executive
branch. He said he thinks the
subject must be studied exten
sively by the convention.
He is in favor of getting Supreme
Court judges and District judges
“out of politics and following the
appointive plan now used in 60 per
cent of the states.” He said ap-
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tioning of the court.
Bugbee, 50, said young delegates,
partly because of their idealism,
make the convention differ from
other legislative meetings.
Bugbee, who is a member of the
legislative committee, said she ap
proves appointing officials because
better people get into office.
“There is not necessarily more
democracy if candidates are
elected because people do not
know the qualifications of the job
or of the people,” she said. In this
situation, voters “just put x’s in the
box” which results in a govern
ment that is not close to the people,
she said.
Bugbee is also a member of the
public opinion committee. She
would like to see committee hear
ings held in TV stations to give
citizens a sense of participation.
“It is important to report to the
people while in the process of writ
ing the constitution, not after it is
written,” she said.
Mae Nan Robinson was out of
town, and was not available for
comment.
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Commission approves motion
granting dorms open visitation
By Ronnene Anderson
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Student Facilities Commission
unanimously passed a motion yes
terday granting unlimited visita
tion privileges to all residence halls
requesting them, provided that
each dorm accommodates those
students not wanting 24-hour
visitation.
About 40 people attended the
meeting, held in UC 361.
Miller Hall residents’ request for
unlimited visitation was granted
by the commission after Miller

The time has come to stop thinking snow and start schussing the slopes. High Park,
one of the runs at Snow Bowl Ski Area, has been groomed and is ready for the open
ing of the area this weekend.

President Frank Welsh submitted a
method of accommodating the 35
Miller residents who indicated in a
recent poll that they did not want
24-hour visitation.
Welsh said one wing of Miller
Hall would be reserved for those
35 men. The students already oc
cupying that wing will be given the
option of moving to another room
or remaining under the present
visitation system.
Acceptance of 24-hour visita
tion for Miller Hall is contingent
on whether the students will agree

Kaimin photo/JACK BALLARD

to move, Welsh said.
If President Robert Pantzer ap
proves the commission’s decision,
the new visitation policy will be
come effective Winter Quarter.
Last June, Pantzer vetoed a similar
proposal by the commission be
cause it did not make considera
tions for the minority students.
The eight member commission,
comprised of five students and
three administrators, stipulated
that each dorm must present the
commission with a proposal pro
viding living areas for those stu
dents wanting to remain under the
present visitation hours. The pres
ent hours are 1 to 11 p.m. on week
days and 1 p.m. to 2 a.m. on Fri
day and Saturday.
.Last Spring Quarter Student
Facilities granted 24-hour visita
tion to Aber Hall, the only dorm
that currently has the privilege.
The commission finally agreed
that each dorm should make its
own decision concerning the visi
tation policy. Several problems
were discussed by the commission
members before the agreement was
reached.
Tom Hayes, residence halls di
rector, pointed out that several
students would have to move to
make room for those moving into
areas designated for no 24-hour
visitation. He also said the Uni
versity may not have enough space
to accommodate many r oom
changes.
Enforcement of the escort sys
tem under the 24-hour visitation is
one of the biggest problems, Hayes
said. Presently dorm residents are
required to escort guests of the
opposite sex from the lobby to
their room.
“I am not opposed to 24-hour
visitation,” Hayes said. “I just
hope this group puts some teeth
into the escort system. It’s going
to be traumatic.”
One student attending the meet
ing said many dorm residents who
approved the new visitation policy
have parents who will not permit
them to live under it.
During the meeting, Murphy read
a letter by ASUM President John
Christensen, who was out of town
and could not attend.
The letter stated, “Open dorms
seem reasonable . . . No man or
woman should be caged . . . like
little children. Minority rights are
important, but we must remember
that the majority rules. . .”

A varsity sports coups

When Jack Swarthout swept into Grizzly
land in 1967, the UM gridders were Montana’s
favorite North Dakota joke.
“I want to change the image of football
here,” Coach Jack declared.
And change the image he did. Cataclys
mically.
At the beginning of the 1971 football sea
son, Jack and his team had piled up a 29-win,
12-loss record, besides making two unsuc
cessful tries to win the Camellia Bowl. No
other mentor in UM football history had
guided a Grizzly football team to an unde
feated regular season, to a conference cham
pionship. to a national ranking or to a bowl
game.
These were monumental feats, for in the
four years before Jack came, the Grizzlies
had amassed an embarrassing 29-loss, 9-win
record. And the years before had been al
most as demoralizing.
But Jack came to UM in positive spirits.
For he came to the Big Sky Country from
Olympia, Wash., where he had reaped a foot-

'm en should be
gen tlem en
off th e field
a n d tigers on'
ball record of 50 wins, 14 losses and 2 ties
at Olympia High School.
“Men should be gentlemen off the field
and tigers on,” Jack maintained. “I want the
students to be proud of their team as a team
and as men. . . . I hope we get the student
support we need until they judge us, and not
prejudge us before we have proven our
selves.”
And Jack got his student backing—until
last spring.
The beginning blow was when students
elected 13 new Central Board delegates who
had electioneered on an anti-athletic ticket.
The sole pro-athletic candidate elected read
ily resigned, but was replaced by another proathletic candidate.
The same Central Board cast a referendum
to the students about whether to cut the
athletic budget. In an election that garnered
the second largest turnout in the annals of
the University, students voted to slice their
share of the budget by 12 per cent (the

fetid w inds
w hip through
a th letic departm ent
greatest cut the benevolent Board of Re
gents allows). This slashed $26,000 from the
$173,000 Jack was expecting.
“Students should have a say in funding,”
Jack charged, “a good say—but not a com
mand decision.” Jack explained that he
thought the administration should be the
power in all decisions. “Students are here to
learn,” Jack insisted.
Hardly had he swallowed that blast, when
Jack found himself forced to choke down an
other hunk of hard luck. Because of penurious
legislative funding to the University, the
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athletic department lost $2,800.
But, alas, more fetid winds were to whip
through the athletic department.
Athletic scholarship costs soared $13,000
because of price increases in UM tuition,
board and room; Big Sky Athletic Confer
ence fares increased $2,000, and in an Octo
ber edict which cost the sports budget about
$36,000, the University was notified by the
Office of Emergency Preparedness that Nix
on’s wage-price freeze prohibited the $1 stu
dent admission charge that was established
last spring.
The total losses left a gaping $79,800 hole
in the sports budget.
“We had a quality program,” Jack la
mented. “They (students) took a program
that is a good one and cut it and ruined it.”
In the wake of this tsunamic calamity,
Jack is now facing another possible blow
Winter Quarter.
A poll will be conducted by Athletic Com
mission during Winter Quarter registration
to assess student opinion about Central
Board funding of the athletic program.
The poll will ask:

“Which o f the following statements expresses your
feelings about varsity athletics?
(1) Increased funding for athletics by ASDM—
12, 25, 50 or 100 per cent.
(2) Continued funding for athletics at the present
level.
(3) Decreased funding for athletics by ASUM—
12, 25, 50 or 100 per cent.
(4) No opinion.
If you vote for a decrease,' where wtfuld you like
the money to go?
(1) Library
(2) Environmental Studies
(3) Program Council
(4) Other
(5) Cutback in activity fee

academ ics m u st
exp rop riate power
over ath letics
The poll outcome will steer Central Board
Winter Quarter, when board members have
the power to reduce the budget 12 per cent or
raise it 20 per cent. If students select another
alternative, the Board of Regents must ratify
it.
Of the current $15 student activity fee, $8
is set aside for intercollegiate athletics, while
only $7 is earmarked for all student organiza
tions and projects.
With the whole University writhing from
financial hardships and facing a disgraceful
shortage of library books, it is clear that
money is needed everywhere.
Academics must expropriate priority over
athletics.
But withholding money from athletics
should not be a move against athletics—but
a move to alleviate academic hardships in the
University. The University of Montana is an
educational institution. And education should
be the chief priority.
Varsity athletics must now be self-support
ing, if they are to exist at all.
Because varsity sports benefit only a few
people, as compared to academic programs,
they should be funded only by those people
who enjoy them and benefit from them.
If varsity athletics cannot exist without
student funds, then so it goes.
When the quality of education is engulfed
in the throes of a financial crisis, it is not es, , , A, » k . ■ » 1 -
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sential for UM to have winning sports teams.
The $147,000 of student money liberated to
academics could go to any of countless salu
tary projects:
• The Library. It needs books desperately.
• Program Council. In a critical election
year, Program Council could afford to proffer
the leading contenders for the presidency.
Far more foremost musicians, politicians,
poets, writers and scientists could be pre
sented to Montanans, giving them a more
realistic panorama of the world.
• Environmental studies. UM students
could glean valuable information and solu
tions from the eutrophication of Seeley Lake,
the pollution of Flathead Lake, the stinking of
Missoula by Hoemer Waldorf, the poisoning
of Montana by the Anaconda Co. or the rap
ing of the Bitterroot by none other than the
U.S. Forest Service.
• Visiting gifted individuals. A fund
would be established to pay these people to
teach for one quarter or less and share their

m oney
could create
p eo p le's parks
talents with students. Richard Brautigan,
Pete Seeger or Julian Bond would surely
offer refreshing stimulation. A short vaca
tion in Montana might be very appealing to
them while they shared what they enjoyed
most—their lives. Such a program would
greatly enhance the University.
• Food coop. Students could find an escape
from the gluttonous food conspiracy (ma
chines, grocery chains and even the Food Ser
vice) that keeps prices high and quality low.
• Arts center. Enough talent erupts in the
Missoula area to constitute a center where
people could conceive and exhibit their crea
tions.
• University parks. Students would Rave
an opportunity to improve both the commu
nity and the University. Plots of land, ideally
near the University, could be purchased and
made into people’s parks.
The possibilities are boundless.
The question is: how important do you
think they are?
If sports are truly the “backbone of Amer
ica,” then maybe varsity sports are also par
tially to blame for what has decayed America.
Football—it’s all part of that Great Amer
ican Dream.
And Jack Swarthout tried to make that
dream come true. He was hired as athletic
director and head football coach to do a job.
And his job has been amazingly well done.
A deletion of varsity athletics from student
funds must not be a strike against Swarthout

fu nd one
trem endous p eop le's
ath letic program
or athletics, but rather a serious move to reappropriate money in sorely needed or more
worthy areas.
Sports can be fun—to participate in and to
watch.
But sports could be more fun if UM took
the hundreds of thousands of dollars allocated
to varsity athletics—for recruiting, Big Sky
membership fees, travel expenses, scholar
ship monies, travel expenses—and funded
them to one tremendous people’s athletic pro
gram. Forget moneymaking, competition, no
toriety. Rejuvenate sports with health and
fun in mind.
Montana could be the first state in the na
tion to adopt an honest sports program.
It is time to take varsity athletics out of
student funds and create people’s athletics.
t. torgrimson

Today’s column will deal with the changes in
the Selective Service regulations and how they
affect the registrant.
We now have definitive word that the cut-off
point for this year will be 125. Any numbers over
125 should probably drop their deferments if they
wish to remain free from the necessity of learn
ing how to salute. But you must be eligible to be
called this year.
Anyone who received his lottery number in the
last drawing cannot be eligible this year. As long
as a person is able to drop his deferent before
Dec. 31, the board must recognize that you were
1-A in this year and that you have served out
the year of primary eligibility.
If you qualify, and make sure you do, write a
letter to our board requesting that they place you
into the prime eligibility group if, in fact, that
they will not go past 125. Send this letter by
registered mail, return receipt requested or bring
it to your local board. A phone call will not suf
fice; you must have a WRITTEN REQUEST in
to your local board by Dec. 31, 1971.
Now, for the changes.
As all incoming freshmen have discovered,
their chances of obtaining a 2-S are almost non
existent. Unless a student was enrolled fulltime
last year, he is not eligible for a 2-S. If you did
get one, it is probably an error on the part of
your local board.
Those people who have a 2-S will be able to re
tain it until they: (1) request to drop the defer
ment, (2) fail to make satisfactory progress to
wards a degree, (3) drop out of school or (4) try
to take longer than four years to finish school.
The interpretations of a 2-S rest mostly with the
local boards, but you can appeal to the state if
you feel you’ve been screwed by your friendly
local board.
In line with the 2-S is the 1-C. This deferment
used to be available to a registrant who needed
extra time to finish his degree. Now, however,
the 1-C no longer exists. Under the new regula
tions, a student will have an induction order

postponed until he finishes the current term (se
mester or quarter). A senior might have the in
duction postponed until graduation, but the new
rules do not spell out exactly what the S.S. will
be doing.
The new regulations also block out new 2-A
deferments. These were used to give students in
trade schools an opportunity to pursue their
studies.
4-G applies to registrants who qualified for
sole surviving son status before. It has also been
expanded to include any registrant who has had
a member of his immediately family die due to
a service-related injury or illness after Dec. 31,
1959. A person who has an immediate member of
the family who is a P.O.W. or who is missing in
action also qualifies for this exemption.
1-Y has been abolished. Those who currently
possess a 1-Y that is permanent (no expiration
date) will probably be placed in class 4-F. Those
who have a temporary 1-Y will be either kept in
1-A or placed in a new category, 1-H.
1-H is a category to catch: (1) those who are
without a lottery number yet (new registrants),
(2) those who have a high enough lottery number
that they won’t be called, (3) those in the sec
ondary eligibility group and (4) those who would
have been given temporary 1-Y’s before.
Aliens have had several changes which are
generally to their benefit. Check with us to find
your status.
Important changes have also been made in the
appeal procedures. A person under the new regu
lations will have only 15 days to appeal a new
classification. He will have a choice of having a
personal appearance either before or after the
board rules on his claim but he can only have one
of these. At the personal appearance, he is gua
ranteed 15 minutes and the right to have up to
three witnesses to testify in favor of his claim.
The registrant also has the right to appear before
the state appeal board to argue his claim. This
right also is included in appearing before the
Presidential Appeal Board.
This is only a very brief explanation of the pro
posed changes. If you are being hassled by the
draft, get in touch with a counselor. These
changes are not yet definite and new rules will
be coming out. I’ll have a more comprehensive
column later on about the actual changes as they
are being put into effect. Have a peaceful holiday
and remember that the earlier you resolve your
draft hassle, the better you’ll feel.
Paul Zeigler □

N e g a tiv e g ra d e s m a n g le minds
success and failure.
There is a chance that we
can do something to change this
situation. Petitions are being
circulated asking ,$he University
to adopt a grading system in
which a student would have^jhjp ^
option of being Evaluated by
either an A,B,C, Incomplete or a
Pass, No Record system. The
student also would be able to
change from one option to the
other at any time during the
quarter.
This is not unrealistic. There
are schools already using simi
lar systems (University of Ore
gon, to name one). It also seems
rather ironic to me that the
elementary schools in Missoula
have recognized the need to
change from the traditional
grading system and have a new
system this year. Maybe first
graders can handle a new sys
tem but we university students
aren’t mature enough to adjust
to such a traumatic change.
JIM JOHNSTON
sophomore,
elementary education

To the Editor:
Last Tuesday a group of ap
proximately 40 concerned and
involved people met to discuss
,our antiquated corporate-ser
ving grading .system. I was ex
treme#' 'disiappointed in the
numberx of people present. It is
amazing to me that the stu
dents of this university can lie
, back and have their minds torn,
mutilated and packaged in
boxes labeled A,B,C,D or F
without giving some form of re
sistance.
One of the basic tools used
in the mutilation of our minds
is the negative grade (D,F).
It is used to frustrate and create
a pattern of failure. Nobody
present at the forum was able
to defend negative grades with
any valid arguments. All learn
ing theories used at the present
time by leading educators stress
the need for success in the ab
sence of failure in order to
create a good learning situation.
Yet our educational system is
still evaluating us on a system
that places equal emphasis on

CH R ISTM A S
WE HAVE THE
PRETTIEST SELECTION
OF

ROBES
IN TOWN!
•
•
•
•
•

Quilted Cottons
Velours
Terrycloth
Nylon
Chenilles
All in Both Long and
Street Length Styles
Garments Can Be Laid
Away Until December 10

Hammond-Arcade
Downtown

E v e r y o n e ’s W e a r in ' P a n ts

Conoco Gas 33.9
AT
CRAFT C O N O C O
Across from the
Police Station

a n d w e h a v e 'em
HUNDREDS and HUNDREDS of PAIRS
to choose from
for YOURSELF or for GIFTS
SHOP.. FOR..CHRISTMAS
Where You Get Quality at Reasonable Prices
Montana’s

Largest
Western
Store
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year by the Associated Students of the University of Montana. The School
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The Big Store at Higgins & Spruce
O N STAGE TONIGHT1

T h e M a g ic M u s h ro o m
131 WEST MAIN (Upstairs)
Individually Created A rt Objects

Special Christmas Creations for That Special Person
• boutique items
• paintings
• stuffed toys

•
•
•
•

pottery
jewelry
macrame
candles

Monday-Saturday

The presecution and assassination of Jean-Paul MAR/IT as performed by the
Ninmates of the Asylum at Charenton under the direction of the Marquis de SADE
University Theater
Students Only $1
Adults Only $2
December 2-5
Phone 243-4581
_____ 8:15 p.m.
for Reservations
Montana Masquers
Friday, Dec. 3,1971
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Month in Israel reveals
cultural dichotomy
B; Dan McIntyre
Special to the Montana Kaimin
Editor’s note: The author spent
one month in Israel this
summer, primarily in or near
Jerusalem. Dialogue is recreated
to the best of his memory from
notes made after conversations.

H e rita g e s
b a ttle
It was a running battle be
tween two cultural heritages.
Two youths whose national ex
periences were as different as
any within Western civilization
waging an urban guerrilla cam
paign on the rooftops and
streets of Tel Aviv.
A 21-year-old Israeli. Psy
chology student at the Univer
sity of Tel Aviv. Nationalism
necessarily pervades every
aspect of life in his young
country. There is little room in
his serious mind for questioning
his life’s purpose or even for
exploring the dimensions of
life in a country that is only two
years older than he.
And a 20-year-old American.
Journalism student at the Uni
versity of Montana. His coun
try’s unique world position has
given him the opportunity to
slowly formulate an issueoriented life philosophy of in
ternational live-and-let-live.
Little has been demanded of
him, but much offered to him;
many of the opportunities
have been rejected in favor of
a quest whose only goal often
appears to be merely the con
sumption of time.
The Israeli has come to evict
the American from his mother’s
rooftop studio in Tel Aviv. Two
British girls, distant relatives
of the Israeli boy, earlier
showed the American their
studio accommodations, and
now, wiffiout their spefcific
approval, the traveler was
planning to move in with them.
But the Israeli boy sees no
chance of such an irresponsible
action. There are hotels and
hostels, and, moreover, the
British girls had no business
showing someone else their
rooftop abode. But, worst of
all, the girls have left the
studio door unlocked.
The American chauvinistically
apologizes for the girls’ forget

fulness. “Well, that’s under
standable. After all,
they’re girls...”
“And if they were not girls,
the door would be locked?”
Whew. When high school girls
learn how to operate automatic
weapons instead of Hotpoint
ranges there is little chance of
their developing a psychology of
the “weaker sex,” especially
when their older sister is
probably patrolling the city
streets in a police Jeep.
The American retracts and
tries to cover his domineering
tracks. “No, I guess you’re
right. I don’t know that the door
is unlocked because they’re
girls. But if I had the key, I
would know to lock the door.”
Sensing a slight thaw in
negotiations, he explains he had
slept in a hostel the previous
night and is waiting for it to
open later in the afternoon.
(Peace at any price, even a
few misrepresentations.) Taking
the Israeli’s nods for tacit ap
proval, he plunges on, describ
ing his original hopes of finding
work in an Israeli kibbutz
(cooperative farm). Unfortu
nately, most of the kibbutzim
already have been filled with
romantic youth, and kibbutz di
rectors are not interested in
Americans who plan to stay
only a few weeks.
The Israeli suggests lying
about the length of stay. “Tell
them you plan to stay a year.”
“But I don’t feel that is
right. Anyhow, I’m not Jewish
and kibbutz agencies seem
to prefer Jewish people.
“In the part of the United
States I’m from, there are very
few Jewish people; so the first
time I came in contact with
American Jews was here in
Israel. It’s really an experience.
They seem different from
Americans I know.”
Without hesitation the
Israeli replies, “They call
themselves Jews. They cling to*
the customs and the religion. It
is all they have. We have our
country» so we no longer call
ourselves Jews. We are Israelis.
I think it is impossible for you
to understand the Israelis in
exile.”
Yet only a small proportion
of American Jews appears will
ing to immigrate to Israel.
Hundreds of thousands of dol
lars in donations flow from
the metropolitan centers of the

United States to Israel each
year. Tourists, most of whom
are American Jews, continue
to flock to Israel in numbers
virtually too large to be accom
modated. Many come to visit the
homeland and pray at the
Western (or Wailing) Wall, but
they return to America—it
has been good to them.
The Israeli continues, “The
young Americans who come to
the University here don’t under
stand that we have to go to the
military before the University.
And when we come to the
University, it is to learn—not
to play, like them. But they
are young.”
Young Israelis are scare. But
there are hundreds of 19- and
20-year-old boys on the streets
with loaded Uzzi submachine
guns. Their young faces and
serious demeanor prompt a
paraphrased quote from
Thomas Jefferson: Their ap
pearance is of “being men while
they are yet children,” but in

the end they are reduced to
“children when they should be
men.”
The American complains
about the expense of visiting
Israel—both the costs of
transportation to the country
and of lodging and food within
the nation.
“Yes, it is expensive for you
to come to Israel, but it is much
more expensive for us to leave.
There is a 10 per cent tax on
tickets to travel out of the
country. The same as the tax
on automobiles. It is bad but
necessary. We are a poor coun
try. We need to buy your
Phantoms, and they cost too
much.”
Earlier that week the Ameri
can had met a 22-year-old
Israeli girl who was studying
aircraft engineering. She, too,
had complained of the cost of
Phantoms, and was pressing
her studies so she perhaps
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)
could design a “small part” for
an Israeli-produced bomber.
She had enjoyed immensely
her two years of military train
ing. That seems logical. All
Israelis enter the military at
18, an age that especially
seeks something to believe in.
The American broaches the
subject of Arab-Israeli conflict
to his chronological counter
part. “When will it end?”
“It depends on our neigh
bors.”
Simply that. Israelis are pre
pared for peace whenever the
Arabs come to terms. Israeli
terms. And the Israelis are

ready to wait for that agree
ment.
The American cautiously
probes. “I have read in Ameri
can magazines...” carefully
selecting each word, “that some
observers ... uh ... think
Golda Meir will not compromise
with—”
“Why should she comprom
ise? I would not compromise.
We do not have to compromise.
We won the war. Every time in
history that a country has won a
war, it has made the terms of
settlement.”
That statement quickly re
leases the American’s argu
ments of years of hassling
against the Vietnam War. “But

Jerusalem:
o rig in o f th re e g re a t relig io n s
On the Mount of Olives in
Jerusalem is a small chapel
marking the spot from which
Christ ascended to Heaven. (The
exact location of the Ascension
is disputed by religious schol
ars.) The large window behind
the chapel altar offers an im
pressive view of the Old City
of Jerusalem.About a mile
away, within the Old City’s
ancient wall and in a nearly
perfect line with the small
crucifix on the altar, is the
Dome of the Rock—the Moslem
mosque erected upon the spot
from which Mohammed
ascended to Allah.
The mosque is built on a huge
platform of earth, part of which
is bounded by a section of wall
constructed of huge blocks
during the reign of the Jewish
King Herod. In Judaic tradition
this section of wall is called the
Western Wall—the most sacred
shrine of the Judaic religion,
it is all that remains of Solomon’s Temple.
About a half mile from the
wall, within the Old City, is the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre,
constructed bv the,Crusaders m,
on tjie^spot qf Christ’s crucifixiofr’OTtftmrial.
— ——
It is one of the great ironies
of history that such a pre
ponderance of the traditions of
the three great religions of
Western civilization has de
veloped around the 3,000-yearold city of Jerusalem. The same
city whose future possibly holds
the key to settlement of Middle
East tensions and could, con
ceivably, provide a model in
cultural coexistence upon which

to pattern future international
communities.
Soon after Israeli paratroop
ers routed Jordanian forces
from the Old City during the
Six Day War, it became ap
parent to the world that Israel
was committing itself to a
policy of absorption of Jor
danian East Jerusalem, includ
ing a permanently reunited Old
City. This action, which trig
gered repeated worldwide cen
sure, has been one of the most
volatile issues in attempts at
peaceful settlement of the ArabIsraeli conflict.
The hundreds of thousands of
tourists who flocked to Israel
this past year saw mounting
evidence of attempts to cement
to the Israeli state the Jordanian
territory acquired in 1967, when
all of old Jerusalem was re
united under Jewish rule for the
first time since 70 A.D.
Construction is proceeding
on high-rise apartments on the
rocky hillsides surrounding the
Arab sector of the Old City.
Israeli Minister of State Shimon
Peres has announced plans to
double, the Jewish population of
200,000 inJerusalem within five
-years. Eotimates^re that 400,000Jews eventually will reside in
new East Jerusalem settlements.
Arab land has been requisi
tioned (often with no restitu
tion) to make room for urban
renewal developments, many
of which are designed nearly
exclusively for Jews. The
national police headquarters
has been transferred from Tel
Aviv to East Jerusalem, and
Israeli leaders have reaffirmed

every time in history, a settle
ment by force has led only to
more war.”
The heat of the argument is
jostled away by the crowded
street.
“I have heard that some
young Israelis dislike all the
tourists. They say the tourists
sit safely within their country,
yelling support but waiting
until Israel is safe before
visiting it.”
“No. I think it is good that
they come to Israel. To see what
it is like, to let everyone know
that it is safe.”
Nevertheless, not all who
come to Israel are satisfied. For
example, the Jewish Black

Panthers, who allege that in
Israel, Oriental Jews are dis
criminated against by the
dominant European Jews. That
is an allegation and cause
that seems naturally to attract
young American supporters.
Like the broad-shouldered
American who passes the two
as they continue down Tel
Aviv’s Ben David Street—he is
wearing a “Jewish Black
Panther” t-shirt and carrying
a gym bag with a tennis racket
hanging out of it. He is walking,
perhaps coincidentally, toward
the seaside Hilton Hotel. Air
conditioned, 15-stories-tall and
packed with Americans seeing
the homeland.

that Jerusalem is to remain
the capital of the reborn
Hebrew state.
These moves, which are
changing permanently the
architectural, ethnic and
political character of the Holy
City, have been heavily influ
enced by emotional ties to the
Jewish holy places in the Old
City, particularly the
Western Wall.
In 1967 an Israeli soldier
probably summed up his
people’s feelings about the
“liberation” of the wall from
Jordanian control: “I feel like a
man coming home after wan
dering for 2,000 years.”
There is an almost unanimous
feeling among Israelis that they
will never again allow them
selves to be.separated from the
wall as they were when the
sacred area was under Jor
danian rule between 1948 and
1967.
But, because both Christians
and Arabs also have strong
emotional ties to the Old City,
there has been a startling show
of international disapproval
of Israeli actions.
A United Nations General
Assembly resolution in July
1967 condemned the Israeli
annexation policy by a vote of
99 to 0.
Twice the United Nations
Security Council has con
demned unanimously the ab- v
sorption of the Jordanian
section of Jerusalem. The
United States abstained in the
first Security Council vote but
voted against its staunch Middle
East ally on the second ballot in
July 1969.
The United States policy
change became obvious later
that year when Secretary of
State William Rogers stressed
a “balanced” approach to the

easing of tensions in Jerusalem.
Although there have been
limited attempts to represent
East Jerusalem’s 75,000 Arabs
in the Israeli government, the
most significant role played by
most is the payment of ex
tremely high taxes. Arab mer
chants, especially those catering
to the tourist trade, are squeezed
almost to bankruptcy by the
onerous taxes and customs nec
essary to support Israel’s
military.
According to Israeli historian
Moron Benvinisti, a Jerusalem
municipal councilman respected
by both Arabs and liberal
Jews, “For the Arabs, too, this
ground is much more than real
estate. What is involved here—
for Arabs and Jews alike—is
the expression of more or less
identical loves.”
And while neither side
seems near a settlement, the
Judaization of Jerusalem roars
ahead, building more barricades
against peace.
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Spirit of Mesada
still alive today
In the first century after the
death of Christ, a small group of
Jewish zealots chose to die
rather than to surrender to the
Roman Legions besieging their
nearly impenetrable fortress
called Mesada, a towering butte
that rises on the edge of the
barren mountains that sur
round the lowest point on earth,
the Dead Sea.
Mesada’s nearly perpendicu
lar sides and the double wall of
fortifications ringing its
plateau top gave the zealots a
position the numerically su
perior Romans could not crack.
But as the seige stretched to
months, the zealots’ provisions
diminished until they agreed to
kill themselves rather than put
their future at the mercy of
their foe.
Some contemporary analysts
see the spirit of Mesada very
much alive in Israeli attitude
toward Arab enemies. The ana
logy between Israel today and
the martyrs of Mesada is easy
to develop.
The Israelis face a numerical
ly superior foe, although the
iron discipline of the Roman
Legionnaires far surpassed
that of the loose coalition of
Arab nations who plot among
themselves as much as against
the Israelis. The Israeli tactical
position, greatly strengthend by

territorial acquisitions made
in the Six Day War of 1967, is
bolstered by one of the most
highly organized and sophisti
cated military forces in the
world.
Nevertheless, Israel is a small
fortress ringed by enemies who
may, in fact, have their greatest
weapon in a birth rate that
eventually could crowd the
Israelis into the Mediterranean
Ocean.
The Israeli people actively
promote the “Mesada complex.”
Officers in the Israeli Armored
Corps receive their commissions
on the butte, to symbolize the
“spirit of Mesada.” Visiting the
fortress ruins is an extremely
popular national pastime, if not
a spiritual ritual.
Israel’s leaders omit direct
references to Mesada but
espouse policies very much in
the spirit of the ancient
fortress.
Israeli Foreign Minister
Abba Eban’s response in 1969
to American proposals for a
compromise settlement, includ
ing, perhaps, surrender of some
lands seized in 1967: “Israel will
not return to the armistice de
marcation lines. There are no
former borders.”
Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan has expressed similar
sentiments about Sharmel

Sheikh, the small port on the
Red Sea that was taken from
Egypt during the Six Day War.
He said he would prefer “Sharm
el Sheikh without peace to
peace without Sharm el
Sheikh.”
Golda Meir, Israel’s prime
minister, remains adamently
opposed to any settlement that
does not retain Israel’s tactical
superiority. This stipulation
has been made repeatedly in
the form of the demand that
military gains (usually Ameri
can fighter-bombers) accom
pany even talks of territorial
concessions.
The fortress of Mesada is a
pleasant visual attraqtion whose
rugged grandeur and color are
compared by many to the Grand
Canyon. The construction this
year of a cable car line from
the foot of the butte to near
the top has made it much easier
to enjoy the memorial. Tourists
riding the cable car must
disembark on a platform about
100 feet below the plateau and
climb (by steps) the remaining
distance. This requirement of
personal effort heightens the
visitor’s awareness of the
monument’s spirit of sacrifice.
To live in the merciless heat
of Mesada would not be pleas
ant. Only men with unshakable
commitments to their beliefs
could endure the constant pres
sures of life in a small fortress
surrounded by inhospitable
expanses of mountains and
desert and the shimmering,
toxic Dead Sea.
Israel and Mesada still stand.
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$1.5 billion drug bill approved
WASHINGTON (AP)—The Sen
ate approved unanimously yester
day a bi-partisan, $1.5 billion at
tack on the nation’s drug abuse
and narcotics addiction problems.
On a 92 to 0 roll call vote it sent
to the House legislation setting
a national strategy to combat nar
cotics addiction and to treat and
rehabilitate its victims.
Sen. Charles Percy, R-IU., one
of the bill’s sponsors, hailed it as
“a climactic breakthrough in con
trolling narcotic abuse in this na
tion and in assisting its victims to

Child care legislation
passes Senate/ 63-17

news briefs
|

WASHINGTON (AP)—The Sen
ate passed yesterday a compromise
$6 billion bill extending the anti
poverty program two more years
and establishing a broad new fed
eral child care program.
The vote was 63 to 17.
Republicans assailed the $2 bil
lion child care plan and said it
might well lead to a veto of the
bill by President Nixon.
The Senate vote sent the legis
lation to the House which plans to
take it up next Tuesday.
The child development section of
the bill, sponsored chiefly by Sen.
Walter F. Mondale, D-Minn., would
establish the broadest day care pro
gram ever funded by the federal
government.
Nevertheless, Mondale said it
fell well short of meeting the full
need.
The proposal calls not merely for
custodial care but for a broad
range of services including meals,
education, medical care and social
services.
The federal funds would be
channeled through local child de
velopment councils which could
select churches or some other
group to operate the centers. Most
of the federal funds would be spent
for operation, but some could be
spent for construction of centers.

1

I ABM work to resume |

« WASHINGTON (AP) — An Omaha, Neb., firm has been awarded |j
§ a $50 million contract for resumption of construction at the Safe- gj
S guard antiballistic missile site near fireat Falls, the Defense De« partment announced yesterday.
» The contract authorizes Peter Kiewit Sons Co. and Associates to S
g begin ordering equipment and to prepare to resume construction |
g next spring.
§
g Labor and contract problems have forced a year’s delay in con- g
g struction at the site.
8
jS The contract is expected to run about 90 days.
S
8 The Pentagon said the Army Corps of Engineers hopes to work |
g out an acceptable labor agreement with construction unions in Mon- g
g tana by the end of that time so that a final contract can be nego- |
a tiated.
I

a

i

IU .N . funds

l

l

g
a WASHINGTON (AP) — The Nixon administration said yester§j day it will try to cut America’s United Nations contribution to 25
« per cent—stressing this is not retaliation for Nationalist China’s
expulsion.
Secretary of State William P. Rogers, disclosed Wednesday night
the decision to try to cut the United States’ present 31.5 per cent
contribution and Asst. Secretary of State Samuel DePalma presented details to a House Foreign Affairs subcommittee.

Ii

and private agencies set up treat
ment and rehabilitation programs.
The bill authorizes the commit
ment of more than $1.5 billion in
new federal funds over five years
to be administered by a new Na
tional Institute on Drug Abuse.
Part of the money is ear-marked
to develop or improve chemical
aids to prevent or to treat drug
abuse and for experimental pre
vention and treatment programs.

—It requires the Veterans Ad
ministration to treat any former
servicemen suffering from drug
addiction even if they were dis
charged dishonorably.
—-It requires the Civil Service
Commission to develop treatment
and rehabilitation programs for
drug addicts who are federal em
ployees.
—It creates two grant programs
to fund research and helps states

lead more purposeful lives. . ..”
The bill, sponsored also by Sen.
Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, calls
for the development of long-term
federal strategy to combat drug
abuse including the unified efforts
of law enforcement, education, re
search and rehabilitation.
The bill has these major pro
visions.
—It creates a special drug action
office under the President to pull
together scattered federal antidrug
programs and determine unified
federal policy.

In an effort to make the plan
more palatable to the administra
tion, Senate-House conferees on
the bill agreed that free care would
be provided only to families with
incomes of $4,320 or less. The Sen
ate had voted for a $6,960 floor.
Above the $4,320 level, families
could participate but would pay
some fees. Well-to-do f a m i l i e s
could place children in the centers
but would have to pay the full
cost.
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® SEATTLE (AP) — Interior Secretary Rogers Mortoff said yes- I
« terday that Interior Department approval of the controversial S
j§ Trans-Alaska oil pipeline should be given by the end of January. i
g The Interior Department permit to allow construction of the 800- j
ffi mile oil pipeline would represent government approval of the j
g project.
S
0
Lawyers for Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., the firm which wants j
P to build the line, have asked for an additional 30 days to work on ?
P legal documents they need to defend their pipeline proposals \
p against suits brought by conservation and Alaskan native groups, \
>:•: Morton said.
i
He said the time extension means that instead of issuing on Dec. ;
g 15 a statement showing what effect the construction is expected <
® to have, the statement “will probably be Jan. 15.”

I Warden Estelle resigns j
i HELENA (AP) — James Estelle Jr., a California penologist who \
K took over Montana State Prison two years ago in the wake of :i#:
g political turmoil resigned yesterday to accept a post with the Texas
| Department of Corrections.
g Estelle, 40, said his resignation is effective Jan. 31 and he will
I begin his duties in Huntsville, Tex., on Feb. 1.
|
“The Texas Department of Corrections is probably the only
I system I know that could get me to leave my present position,”
P the warden said in a prepared statement to the Board of Institu8 tions.
0
He came to Deer Lodge shortly after the board and Gov. Forrest
h . Anderson, a Democrat, fired then — Warden E. C. “Bus” Ells| worth.
|
Ellsworth was in charge in October 1966 when Larry Cheadle, a
& 26-year-old inmate, was placed in the dreaded "hole," an under» ground disciplinary cell. Cheadle died and the controversy ended
| in 1969 when Ellsworth was fired for “administrative weaknesses
a at the prison.”
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“We believe that a reduction of our assessment to 25 per cent |
would be beneficial to the U.N.,” DePalma said, “because the or- |
ganization ought not to be overly dependent on the contribution of §
S a single member.”
$
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W ESTERN P H A R M A C Y
“ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE”

By Chris Coborn
Special to the Kalinin

One University of Montana stu
dent is taking a full year’s credit
for a study program he designed
himself, and he is doing it in
Europe.
Another is working full-time in
another city and earning 12 cred
its for a creative writing program
he mapped out himself.
Both students are enrolled under
the new University Omnibus Num
ber, a program established last
spring by the UM Faculty Senate.
The Omnibus Number is designed
to give students the opportunity to
create study programs suited to
their individual interests and
needs, according to Academic Vice
President Richard Landini.
Any student may take up to 40
credits in programs he designs
himself under the guidance of one
or more schools and departments
within the University. Students
must receive departmental and
University approval for any pro
ject and must work under the
supervision of faculty members.
About 250 students received ap
proval for Omnibus projects this
fall.
The Omnibus Number was
created as part of an effort to re
structure University requirements
to make them more flexible, Lan
dini said.
Faculty Senate last spring elimi
nated group, physical education,
and foreign language requirements
as requisites for graduation. For
eign language, however, may be
retained by schools and depart
ments as a requirement for grad
uation.
Before the change, all students
had to take a total of 39 credits in
four groups—life sciences, physi
cal sciences and mathematics,
social sciences and humanities—
before graduating.
Group requirements, Landini
said, originally were intended to
insure that students sampled all
facets of the University and re
ceived a “liberal education.”
Growing dissatisfaction with the
system', among faculty members
and students, led to the change,
he said. Faculty members were
forced to teach—and students were
forced to attend— unmanageably
large introductory courses de
signed primarily for the purpose
Of filling requirements. Many stu
dents believed the "requirements
were confining and prevented
them from pursuing their own in
terests, Landini said.
Faculty members and admin
istrators were apprehensive about
the scheduling and planning prob
lems that would result from the
deletion of requirements. They
would no longer be able to predict
that a certain number of students
would enroll in courses because
that number enrolled the year be-
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fore. Their fears were realized this
fall, when, in spite of measures
taken to make scheduling as flex
ible as possible, registration was
chaotic.
Students did not enroll in courses
according to any predictable pat
tern. Enrollment dropped in many
courses that traditionally have
been in great demand because of
requirements. Enrollment in others
increased dramatically. Class sec
tions were dropped and added and
courses were scheduled and re
scheduled as the University at
tempted to accommodate the
change
According to Wayne Woolston,
UM registrar, registration in Gen
eral Biology, a course formerly
recommended to fill the life sci
ences requirement, enrolled 119
students this year, compared to

390 last year. Other large fresh
men level courses experienced
drops in enrollment.
Students turned instead to a
variety of courses, he said. Some
turned to courses that offer job
skills. Introduction to Computer
Science experienced a dramatic in
crease—from 48 a year ago to 197.
Enrollment in business courses in
creased.
Many more, however, sought
courses related to current social
issues. American Government, a
political science course, increased
from 269 a year ago to 365. En
rollment in journalism courses in
creased about 15 per cent.
The sociology department taught
two courses with enrollments of
more than 100 last year. This year,
five sociology courses enrolled
more than 100 students. Enroll
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ment also increased in art, history,
Black Studies and Indian Studies
courses.
. Reflecting, perhaps, the growing
student concern with the environ
ment, enrollment in the forestry
school increased 25 per cent. A
new political science course, Poli
tics and the Environment, enrolled
70 students and was forced to turn
many away, according to the
course instructor, Robert Eagle.
The foreign languages depart
ment anticipated a drop in its en
rollment and used the opportunity
to restructure its program into two
tracks—one for speaking and the
other for reading foreign lan
guages.
A 21 per cent decrease in for
eign language enrollment this fall
from the same time last year en
abled the “already understaffed
department” to initiate the pro
gram smoothly, Landini said.
Schools and departments will
not be allowed to require students
to take more courses within their
majors, Landini said, so students
will retain the time freed by the
elimination of group requirements
to use as they see fit. The Uni
versity has attempted to provide
guidance to help students use that
time wisely, he said.
With the assistance of a Ford
F o u n d a t i o n Venture Grant
awarded last year to the College of
Arts and Sciences, the University
immediately established a com
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prehensive academic advising pro
gram for freshmen and transfer
students.
The advising program was es
tablished to enable each freshman
and transfer student to maintain
personal contact with one inter
ested faculty member throughout
his first few years of school, ac
cording to Judy McBride, former
research assistant in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
McBride, who planned the pro
gram, said about 100 faculty mem
bers volunteered to participate,
each advising no more than 20 stu
dents. Advisers were assigned ac
cording to general interest—math/
science or social science/humanities—rather than major field, she
said, so that they would be more
likely to guide students into a
variety of subjects instead of just
those within their major.
Faculty members received in
formation from all departments at
the University to help them with
the advising process, she said.
Faculty members and adminis
trators are just beginning the long
process of “re-thinking the cur
riculum to adjust to the new sys
tem, Landini said. Course offer
ings are being reevaluated in terms
of the interests and needs of the
students, and many will be
changed in range and structure
during the next few years, he said.
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The Hit of ’71 . . .

CiD P I O M E E R
SR-202 REVERBERATION AM
PLIFIER — The most dramatic
new component in years! No
matter what your system Is, the
SR-202 adds d im e nsion and
greater realism to your stereo
sound than you can realize. The
SR-202 in cre ase s the natural
quality of your recordings and
tapes. R everbe ra tion can be
added to an audio amplifier us
ing one or two tape recorders, a
record player, or a tuner. In fact,
a total of 15 equipment combi
nations are possible. $95.00

In everyone^ life there a

SUMMER OF’42

flD P IO M E E R ’ PL-A25
Automatic Turntable
Combining superb sound with automatic (and manual) op
eration, this high performance 2-speed turntable offers a
host of quality features. Belt driven, precise speed 4-pole
hysteresis synchronous motor . . . Tim ing motor for auto
matic devices . . . 12" dynamically balanced, die cast turn
table . . . Automatic stylus protection lead in device . . .
Automatic Stop, Return, R epeat. . . Oil-damped cueing . . .
Anti-skate control . . . Adjustable stylus tracking force . . .
Low mass, tubular tonearm with lateral balancer for equal
ized stereo reproduction . . . Plug-in shell with high com
pliance magnetic cartridge . . . Diamond stylus . . . Oiled
walnut base with rubber vibration absorbers . . . Tinted,
hinged dust cover.

Only $99.95

A Robert Mulligan/Richard A. Roth
Production

$129.95

JE N N IFE R O’N E IL L • GARY G R IM ES
JERRY H O U SER • OLIVER CONANT
HERMAN RAUCHER
Directed by
ROBERT MULLIGAN

RICHARD AJFtOTH
Music by
MICHEL LEGRAND

OPEN 7 P.M.
“Summer at 7:15 - 9:15

ROXY

ELECTRONIC PARTS
1030 South Ave.

"Across From The Fairgrounds"

Open 9 'til 9 Until Christmas

549-8101
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■goings on>

classified a d s
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding publications.
First insertion (8 words per line) ............................. .— .................
Consecutive insertions ..................................................................
(No change in copy inconsecutive insertion)
II errors are made in advertisement, immediate notice must be given the
publishers since we are responsible for only one incorrect insertion. No
advertising will be accepted from agencies known to discriminate on
grounds of race or national origin.

RIDE NEEDED to Portland over Xmas.
J. Personals ____
will share etc. Call 243-2278.___ 30-4f
WARM and exciting. atmosphere Plus RIDE NEEDED to Sacramento for
Christmas. Call 543-5755 or 549-3228^
great Mexican food. Estellta s Cafe.
600 South Avenue. Reasonable prices
and catering to large group*- ®'10 RIDE NEEDED to Eureka, CaUfornia
p.m. all week. Added attraction—eofor Christmas, 543-5755 or 549-3228^
lo guitarist,_______________ W-tfc
PREGNANCY referral service. 849-8881. Rirar. NEEDED to Los Angeles for
4:80-8:30 except holidays._____ 9-tic
Christmas, will share expenses etc.
BEADS, beads] BEADS, largest selecCall 243-2130._______________ 30-5f
tion in state. 4 W(nds Trading Post, NEED RIDE to Fresno on H.W. 99, Dec.
St. Ignatius.______________ 21-12P
16-17, 243-2359.______________31-3f
CRISIS CENTER. Confidential listening GIRL NEEDS RIDE to Chicago Chirstfor troubled persons. 643-8277, 25-tfc
mas. Will share expenses, leave mes
WHAT’S THE POINT of a revolution
sage at 728-2429.
31-3f
ion]
without general copulation? Don’t RIDE OR RIDERS wanted to Madison,
miss Marat/Sade, Dec. 2-5 at 8.15
Wise., couple will ride or share exin the university Theater. 30-3c
penses. 543-7732.___________ 31-3f
KERNAN AND EDDIE need a home. RIDE NEEDED to Denver or Salt Lake
Puppies have had shots. Free. Call
Dec. 16 or thereafter. 549-4583. 31-3f
728-9355 after 5._____________31-2c
RIDE to San Francisco, 466 Mill
AFTER BURNT TOAST, let’s get to NEED
er, 243-4138._______________ 31-31
gether at teepee about 4:30. Pe^rcy RIDERS
NEEDED to S.F. bay area.
leaving
Dec. 16. 243-2185._____ 31-3f
UGLY CORGY needs home. Call 728- GIRL NEEDS
RIDE from S.F. to Mis
2796.
31-30
soula,
Jan.
2-3, 243-2185.______ 31-3f
TUTORING—mat and science, evenings. NEED RIDE to
Bentura. California af
Call 543-6062.____________ 31-3c
ter Dec. 10. Will share, etc. 243-5105 or
NEED A BAND for your dance? Rock,
leave message at 353 Miller.___ 31-3f
soul, etc. Call us for the very best for
DESPERATE for ride to Miltoday’s live sounds. TOPP Name En CHICK
waukee Christmas. Will share, etc.
terprise — any time KE5-6317, KE5549-5279.___________________31-3£
5881, Spokane. ___________ 3l-ic
WOMEN OF MISSOULA eat your TWO GIRLS need ride to Ohio for
Christmas. Can leave Dec. 15, will
hearts out. Puma and mouse were enshare expenses. Call Karla or Bevgaged over Thanksgiving._____ 31-lc
erly at 728-4844._____________31-31
WANTED: middle-aged male escort for RIDE
needed to Minneapolis for Xinas.
lovely widowed mother-in-law from
Can leave Dec. 17. Call 243-4488. 31-3f
S.F. during Christmas week. Call 549313-c CHICK with no finals needs ride to
6456,_______________
Billings Dec. 8-10. 243-2775.____ 30-4f
OVERWEIGHT? Weight Watchers meet
ings 7 pjn. Tuesday, 9 a.m. Wednes RIDE NEEDED to Omaha on 16th no
day Orchard Home Life Country
later. Will pay for ALL of gas. Call
Club. Call 728-1945 after 5 p.m. 31-3c
Tim 243-2831.
30-4f
HUY BOB! Where’s da pahty?
32-lp
MUST SELL: baby monkey with monkey cage. Cheap. 728-2068._____32-2c
KAIMIN STUFFERS needed for Tuesday’s issue. Same time, same place^
IS ANYONE going to S.F. Dec. *7 1
need a ride. 728-2056._______ 32-2f
RIDE NEEDED to New Mexico, Southwestem Texas, El Paso area or anywhere close. Phil 243-5105._____32-22
RIDE NEEDED to Glasgow. 243-«70.
RIDE NEEDED to Dayton, Ohio or area.
243-2580. Carl. ________
32-21
GIRL NEEDS ride to Sun Valley Dec.
11-12. 243-2349 after 10.______ 32-21
RIDE NEEDED to Denver. Dec. 16-17.
243-5015, Paul.______________ 32-21
RIDE NEEDED to St. Louis or vicinity.
728-4672. _________________ 32-21
RIDERS NEEDED to S.F. or vicinity.
543-6505 for details.__________ 32-2i
NEED RIDE to New York. Will share
etc. 728-2429._____________ 32-2t
NEED RIDE to Boise or Reno. 243-4206.
Will share expenses._______ 32-21
RIDE NEEDED to Milwaukee, Chicago
or area. Will share etc. 243-2446. 32-2f
RIDE NEEDED to California Dec. 12.
728-1998.__________________ 32-22
RIDERS NEEDED for Denver Dec. 1L
Chris Anderson, 539 University. 32-2f
RIDE NEEDED to New York. Call 7284356.

RECORD SALE Dec. 3 and 6 UC Mall.
Good variety of new records from
$1.98. Eight track tapes. $2-98. 32-lc
LAW SCHOOL—Will I make it? Will
I like it? A new book by a recent law
graduate for perspective law stu
dents. It looks at how to best prepare
for law school, including what books
to read, and analyzes several formu
las based on admission studies to pre
dict first year average. It is possible
to determine how one will do in law
school. For rushed copy, send $2.95 to
Kroos Press, Box 3709a, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53217.
32-2p
KUBY, I love you, D.

6. Typing
TYPING and editing. 542-2047. 78-tic
EXPERIENCED typing. 549-7860. 79-tic
TYPING. Mrs. Kathleen Harper, 7284793._____________________ S-tte
TYPING — fast, accurate, experienced.
549-5236.___________ _______17-tic
EXPERT TYPING. Thesis experience,
electric typewriter, will correct. 5436515.

NEED A PLACE to store your motorcvcle or bicycle during winter
months? Seaeonal rates. Call 728-1114
after 5:30 P.m. or weekends. 29-4c
TAKING A MIDYEAR vacation? wui
thoroughly clean your house-includ
ing draperies, rugs and furniture. Reliaole, references. 542-0298.____ 30-4c
GET SOMETHING UNIQUE this year—
beer and wine kits from the win
ery,” across from Heidelhaus. 93 Strip.
Send a catalog home to the folks.
HOMEMADE CAKES, cookie, and pies
to order. Laundry, Including «oap,
only 78, per load. Ironing a little ex
tra, also mending. Dependable
sitting. 200 Eddy, No. 2A.

22-14C

16. Automobiles for Sole
THESIS AND TERM paper typing. M9-

8. Help Wanted

GIRL OR BOY to help with Christmas
dinner. 543-6745 after 5.______ 30-4c

10. Transportation
GIRL NEEDS RIDE to and from Fargo
Christmas. Will share etc. 542-2477.
______ _____ 29-5f
SOUTHERN BELLE needs ride to and
from south of Mason-Dixon line; pre
ferably Georgia, idChristmas
Will
pvnensestime.
Call
share driving andconlart
expenses.
Call 543543secretary
at

CASH FOR CARS, Jim’s used ^caie.
FORD ECONOLINE van 1962, $350. New
snow
tires, n battery.
Runs perfect.
____at
A OfAl/.
o o rK n m
97-9f*
See
310Va Dearborn.___________
1967 VW BUS. New 1600cc engine. War
ranted. 549-2297.____________ 27-7c
MUST SELL 1969 Ford ranchwagon au
tomatic, power steering, Michelin
snow tires, clean. Best offer over $1,650. 728-3727 after 6 p.m.______ 30-4c
1956 CHEVROLET four door, automa
tic transmision, radio, good tires.

WRECKED ’66 FASTBACK VW. Frame,
engine and transmission i*1 good condltfon, best offer. Call 549-6603. 31-2c
1960 VALIANT. $100. 549-5909.
31-2c
RIDERS WANTED to N.W. Kansas 1961 OLDSMOBILE F85, automatic, console, buckets, studded snow tires. Ex
Christmas. Call Rob, 728-9558. 30-4f
cellent condition. 728-4737 after 6.
WOULD SOMEONE flying to Kansas
____________________32-2c
City or Denver and back for Christ
mas help a six year old girl at trans 1961 VW BUG with new motor and
snow tires $440. See Dick Olson at
fer points? Will pay. 243-4609 or 728212 W. Kent No. 4._________ 32-2c
3816._________
30-4c
Mg.F.n ride to Pittsburgh Christmas. 1965 FORD automatic. Good condition.
reasonable. Call 728-4954.______ 32-2f
Will share etc. 243-2015.______ 30-4f
NEED RIDERS to S.F. bay area Christ- 1962 CHEVROLET $150. 543-7508 eve
nings.
32-2C
mas, 542-0008.
30-4f
RIDE NEEDED to southern New Mexi 17. Clothing
co. Call after 6, 728-4298,______ 30-4f
RIDE NEEDED to Omaha Christmas, ALTERATIONS. Mrs. Carabas 305 Con
nell.______________________ 9'24
will pay for all gas. Tim, 243-283L
SPECIALIZE in men and women’s al
terations. Work guaranteed. 543-8184.
NEED RIDE from Buffalo, N.Y. or area
74-tfc
after Christmas. Shirley, 243-4369.
NEED RIDE to Chicago, Christmas.
share etc. 243-2567. _________30-4f
TWO NEED RIDE to Sun Valley. Will
share etc. 728-1743.
3<Mf
WILL PAY $40 and share driving^ for
ride to N.YTcity Christmas. 728-2056.
NEED RIDE EAST for Christmas, preferably Philadelphia area. Contact
Joe, Ml University, 728-9445. 30-4f

MONTANA KAIMIN ★ ★

18. Miscellaneous_____ __ ____

HORSES for rent or sale. Hay rides,
private parties and consignment auc
tion every Friday at 7:30 p.m. Western Village. 549-2451._________75"tfg
PHOTOGRAPHY, custom developing,
way, Rosenblum Gallery.
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16-tfc

• UM Ski Club will meet Tues
day at 8 p.m. in UC 360I-J to dis
cuss a trip to Snow Bird in Utah.
A ski film will be shown.
• A fifty-cent dinner will be of
fered by Wesley Foundation Sun
day at 5:30 p.m. Former Founda
tion President Peter Clark will
speak.
• “The Genetic Implications of
Human Population Control” will
be the topic of the Botany-Zo
ology Public Seminar at noon to
day in N307. David Cameron,
chairman of the Dept, of Zoology
and Entomology at MSU, will be
the speaker. Everyone is invited.
Coffee will be available In N201.
• The University Band, directed
by Butler Eitel, will give a con
cert Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in the
University Theater. Featured will
be UM music professor Donald
Johnston’s “Giants in the Earth”
and “Montana Medley” by Lance
Boyd, assistant director of the UM
bands.
• Anyone wishing to sell items
at the Christmas Art Sale Dec. 7
and 8 may contact Paul Lewlng,
243-5152. $3 will be charged for
advertising.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellow
ship will meet tonight at 7:30 at
the Poop Deck of the Ark, 532
University Ave. Milton Reimer,
assistant professor of education,

21, For Sale_____

ONE PAIR Lange pro’s, 10-med. 1970.
Two brand new pairs Killy 800 GS 198
and Raichle "red boots” size 8Va. Call
543-3637 or 549-0279._________26-12C
HEAD JK 800 GS 198 cm skis with
Look Nevada bindings, poles and
Raichle "red boots” size 8%. Call 5433637 or 549-0279.___________ 26-12C
PRINTING PRESS, ideal for underground newspaper, $200. Rosenblum
Gallery. 543-5756.___________ 17-tfc
FULL SIZE CRIB. $10. 728-4580. 29-3c
TWO PAIR OF SKIS with bindings.
Hart 185*s and Head 195’s. size eight
buckle boots. Reel-to-reel Roberts
1620 tape recorder $70, 543-4951 after
5 p .m .__________________29-5p
1966 GREAT LAKES. 12 x 60 three bedroom trailer. Washer and dryer,
skirted, 12 Pamela, El Mar trailer
court. 549-3640._____________ 29-Sc
USED FISHER wooden skis with cable
bindings $19, call 549-3377 after 4.
DOUBLE BASS drum set. 243-5006 after
6:30 ask for Alan.___________30-4p
SWEATERS: Handknit imports 100%
wool. Call 549-3605 after 5._____30-4c
AKC REG. MALE Irish Setter pups.
Write Bill Campbell, Superior. Call
822-4487 after 6.____________ 31-3c
FOR SALE: Milk truck with stove, sink
and bed. Call 549-5541._______ 31-3c
FOR SALE: 195 Head GS skis, excel
lent condition. Call 549-5541.
31-3c
HOLTON BASS TROMBONE, excellent
condition, used 2 years. 243-4558. 31-3c
FOR SALE: two air-suspension speak
ers 40 watts each. Also 8-track tapes.
Make an offer ,2143V* South Ave. W.
_________ __________31-2c
FIVE BUCKLE Henke ski boots $45.
Call 243-5355 or leave message at 2435243.___________ ___________ 313p
ONE PAIR HEAD slalom skis, 205 cm
with look-Nevada bindings and poles,
$110. One pair mens lOw Henke buc
kle boots and rack, $30. Bear hunt
ing bow with quivers and extent
equipment, $50. call 728-9296 after 5.
Ask for Dave._________________ _
FOR VW: two 5.60x15 snowtires; two
5.60x15 regular tires; two 7.75x14
TEN INCH black and white Sony TV;
great Christmas present. $75. Come
see at 709 West Pine._______ 32-2f
2 ><j YEAR, female German shorthair
pointer. Field started. Complete home
obedience. Raised with children. Over
$500 invested, best offer over $200.
Call 542-0295 after 5:30.______ 32-2c
WHITE STAR Kneissel racers. 205cm
with bindings. Half season old $125.
Call 243-5086. Excellent condition.
________ 32-2c
GRACIOUS university area home. 333
North Ave. E. $23,750. Call 543-6154.
_________________ 32-2c
KNEISSEL white star super 210 GS.
Rally good shape, used one month.
549-9592. __________________32~2c
ONE MALE Alaskan Husky pup 6
months old. One female purebred
Airedale terrier 1 year old. Litter of
Alaskan husky pups. Ready for Xmas.
All have had shots. Russ Landt, P.O.
Box West Glacier, Montana 59936.
Phone 888-5684.
32-2c
FOUR RAISED letter Firestone wide
oval sixe E-70-14. 500 miles. Four
chrome slotted wheels, will fit all
GM cars. Adapters for VW s. $175.
543-3637 or 549-0279._________ 32-2c
$1 PITCHERS Friday and Saturday 810, Monk’s Cave.____________32-lc
NORTHERN DELUXE steam rollers
only used once $10. Call 542-0139.___

will review “Science and the
Christion Belief.” Everyone is wel
come.
• Foreign and Canadian stu
dents and their spouses are in
vited to an International Party
Sunday at the Delta Gamma so
rority, 516 University Ave., from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
• The Law Students’ Wives’
Bazaar will be held Saturday from
,10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the University
Family Housing Center. Items for
sale will include macrame, baked
goods, candles and Christmas dec
orations.
• Foresters’ Ball tickets are on
sale from noon until 5 p.m. today
in the UC Mall.
• Wa r m Springs Visitation
Group will leave 538 University
iAve. 9 a.m. Saturday. All inter
ested persons are Invited. Fifty
tents will be charged for trans
portation.
• The Air Force ROTC quali
fying test will be given tomorrow
.morning at 8 In Men’s Gym 304.
Scholarships are available. For
'more information call Captain
Hilger at 243-4011 or see him in
MG 112.
• Tom Graff will speak on
“A u t o b i ographlcal Reflections”
Sunday at 7 p.m. at the Ark, 532
University Ave.

Location of occupied black
bear den in the Missoula
area — NEEDED — for
hibernation study
Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit
ONSTAGE!

one of the longest-running broad-way musicals!

GOLDEN HORN THEATRE
December 9-12
8:30 pjn.

PRODUCED BY THE CHILDREN'S THEATER

«£2£2££S2£££££^
50 CENTS OFF O N
EVERY CASE OF LUCKY
W IT H FORESTERS' BALL TICKET

F a ir w a y L iq u o r S to re

FREE B E E R !
with Foresters
Ball Ticket
(One Per Person)

22. For Rent_______ ________

5-CENT BEERS

28. Motorcycles_____________

96-C E N T 6-PACKS O F H A M M S

SLEEPING ROOM three blocks from U.
Kitchen privileges, girls only. Phone
1971 HONDA SL 350. 2500 miles, excel;
lent condition, extras. See at 1003£2
Cooley._______________
31-gi

FRIDAY A N D SATURDAY

30. Auto Parts and Repairing
EXCELLENT inexpensive VW repair.
728-9296. Jerrold Richards, 411 Wood
ford.
____________ 29-30c

31. Head and Bod Care
THE STYLISTS at the Man’s World
realize there is nothing worse than
an improper cut to achieve a man s
individual look. We will take the nec
essary time to do the job. To save
you time, call Chuck or Jim at Man s

Call
2*£5372

v ________________________________ ^

Hetfcttratts

“I declare that every spot on earth is equally precious, that the importance of every
emotion, every thought, word and deed lies in its own beauty or ugliness, in its own
truth or falsehood
—Stephen Vizinczey
“The Rules of Chaos”

Kaimin photoHACK BALLARD

'GOOD A ll/S /C . IS N 'T N £ A & L )/ / I S B A D A S I T S O U N D S ^ — D . in- l U N T —
GRAPHICS

CW DhLNo9
BcOBD. ,oTOBc
HUGF

y a lp o Q

C L A S S I C A L ^ i ^ ^ v D IS C O U N T
IM P O R T S
7\
o N A IL
B IU E S / ^ O K u A j y \
POP

JAZZ L ^oproR children] r F r f \ v
IOUNTRY \ R6COR05 gifts / 10 D A f
-p h o n e -

549-5092

\HANDMN)6 CREATIVE /
tK C L i

ORDER

SERVICE

211 H IG G IN S - M IS S O U L A B A N K BLDG
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
from
MISSOULA'S
SPECIALTY SHOP
SEE US FOR THE
BEST IN SKI
EQUIPMENT, CLOTHES
A N D SKIDOOS.
John and Catherine Miller—at home in their “drop-in” grocery store.

G U L L SKI S H O P

Small grocery still making it

HIGHWAY 10 W.

by Judy Hensel
Montana Kaimin Reporter
We don’t want a lot of busi
ness.”
The Millers are a retired cou
ple who bought the grocery 18
years ago. They live in a twobedroom house attached to the
back of the store. Mrs. Miller
said the store makes a little
profit to subsidize their social
security, and keeps them busy.
Much of their business is from
University students who live in
the apartments near the store
and from Hellgate High School
students who come to the store
durning the noon hour. Mrs.
Miller said that most of their
trade is “drop-in,” and that they
sell a lot of milk, bread and cig-

arettes.
She said that when they
bought the store they sold meat
and more fresh vegetables, but
that they cannot afford to now
with the competition from su
per markets.
The grocery carries “a little
bit of everything” within a
space of about 20 by 30 feet,
and this causes problems, she
said. Most of the groceries from
the wholesale house must be
bought in large cases. To carry a
variety, the Millers would have
to buy several cases which, be
cause of their limited space and
small back room, they are un
able to do.
The supermarkets are “put
ting the squeeze” on small
Planning Board h e a d resigns neighborhood
markets, she said,
Not enough time tor committee work and not enough cooperation from but she expects the Mt. Sentinel
members ot his committee forced Gary Parry, sophomore in liberal arts, Grocery will continue operating
to resign Wednesday as chairman of the student Planning Board, he said as it has as long as people need
“drop-in” stores.
yesterday.
Parry said in a letter to John Christensen, ASUM president, that he
had not expected to work when he agreed to be committee chairman.
“As it happens,” the letter stated, “I’m carrying 17 credits and word
ing 22 hours'll week.”
American Handicraft Co.
. The lettee also said, “Tasks I have delegated to certain members of my
board have been ignored.”
Make Your Christmas
The ASUM Planning Board reviews the bylaws of Central Board.
Gifts and SAVE
Planning Board also has replaced Elections Committee as the supervisor
of student elections.
• New Macrame Kits
Leroy Berven, junior in history-political science and Planning Board
• Candle Kits
member, was appointed by Christensen to replace Parry.
• Christmas Tree
Decorations
Most people do not know it
exists, and those who do prob
ably stumbled onto it, but the
Mt. Sentinel Grocery has been
doing a profitable business for
about 50 years.
The grocery is located at 720
Hilda St., between East Fifth
and Sixth streets, and is a typi
cal “home grocery,” according
to Catherine Miller, who owns
and manages the store with her
husband, John.
A small sign on the front of
the grocery is the only form of
advertising the grocery carries.
“We could have a bigger sign, I
suppose,” Mrs. Miller said. The
$50-a-day business is “plenty.

Forestry group meets today

Forestry school administrators
and professors will meet today in
the Science Complex with mem
bers of the Board of Visitors.
The board is a citizen advisory
group that meets twice yearly with
forestry personnel to hear about
changes in curriculum, to exchange
ideas about the school program
and to offer advice to the school.
Board members are selected by
the School of Forestry from rep

resentatives of federal and state
agencies involved in forestry work,
and representatives of business
and other groups concerned about
natural resources and conserva
tion.
The board members will meet
all day today. Total membership
is 28, though not all are expected
to attend, according to Helen Nash,
administrative assistant in the
School of Forestry.

Tandy Leather I
egent

Student Rates- 3 Lines for $1
Monday-Saturday "TO 6 p.m.
Sunday T il Noon (45^ a line after noon Sunday)

BOWLING

BILLIARDS

LIBERTY LANES

CAFE
Broadway
and Russell

Celebrate the end of the
quarter and the beginning
of finals week with the
Coldest keg beer in town.

Worden's
Open daily 8 a.m. 'til Midnight
Sundays and Holidays
434 N. HIGGINS
jl
549-9824

S
Holiday Village

^o\\

IT
Leave Missoula
at
8:00 p.m.

Arrive at
Lochsa Lodge
at

8:01 p.m.

We’re on Pacific Time—
That Means an Extra Hour
to Relax and
Enjoy Yourself!
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Open Mon.-Fri. ’til 9 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.

Tips topped
The Grizzlies opened their 1971’72 basketball season Wednesday
night in good form, despite a dis
appointing defeat at the hands of
University of Oregon’s Ducks.
The Tips got off to a fast start
with an 11 to 0 lead in the first
three minutes of play. However,
Oregon fought back, taking the
lead 19 to 18 with 7:18 left in the
half. A minute later UM tied it up
21 to 21, but the Grizzlies failed
to regain the lead. At half-time
Oregon led 35 to 27.
UM rallied in the second half,
closing the gap to three points,
with 3:30 remaining on the clock,
but was pressured by the Duck’s
accurate free throw shooting.
Ray Howard, 6-8 Grizzly cen
ter, left the game with three per
sonal fouls, adding to the Montana
handicap. Hurt by crucial turn
overs, Montana fought relentlessly
but the Oregon lead was not to
be topped. Oregon won the game,
69 to 6$.
UM plays the second of its fivegame road series tonight against
Washington State University, in
Pullman.

TONIGHT—SAT.
Missoula’s
Newest

B IT T E R R O O T
Drawing for Six-Pack of Beer
Between Music Intermissions
Each Night

Exhibition

MSU hosts
After a month of. intensive train
ing, the University of Montana
wrestlers will make their 1971-’72
debut tonight and tomorrow at
•the Montana State Invitational
in Bozeman.
At least nine schools are ex
pected to attend the meet. Along
with UM and MSU will be Rocky
Mountain College, Montana Tech.,
Northern Montana, Western Mon
tana, Eastern Montana, Flathead
Community College and Ricks Col
lege, of Idaho. Several schools from
North Dakota may also participate.
Coach Larry Miller said he feels
that MSU and Ricks will be the
strongest teams entered. He said
the {Wrestling programs of the
two schools are unusually strong
because funds are available.
Preliminary competition starts
at 6 p.m., with .semi-finals to
morrow at 1 p.m. Finals and con
solation matches will begin at 7
p.m. tomorrow.
Competing for UM will be Jay
Swarthout, 126 lbs.; Paul Iverson,
134; Pat Cheney, 142; Bill Owen,
150; Terry Cottier, 158; Henry
Meyers, 167; Henry Maslach, 177;
Roy Bradley, 190; and Larry Mil
ler, Hvwt.

|

intramurals

SWIM MEET RESULTS
200 yd. mealey
Hemp Humpers — Hitchcock,
Houde, Sutton, Lemire.
50 yd. free-style
SX — Jim Zaro, *24.6
100 yd. intermediate
Hemp Humpers — Brian Heeb
50 yd. butterfly
Independent — Bill Musser, *27.0
100 yd. free-style
Hemp Humpers — Greg Hovde

Growth paing?
NEW YORK (AP) — jPdfjfcullivanr the Heisman- Trophy-winning
quarterback from Auburn, ad
mitted Thursday that he hhd been
disturbed by the fuss created over
his pro potential bceause of his
height but pointed to Fran Tarken- ,
ton and Bob Griese as silent testi
mony on his behalf.
“I think the fuss bothers me a
little bit,” said Sullivan, “but there
have been quite a few successful
quarterbacks—like Tarkenton and
Griese — who were just around 6
feet tall. I think the pros like more
height.”

|

50 yd. backstroke
SN — Jim McFarland
50 yd. breaststroke
Independent — Bill Musser
200 yd. free-style
1st—Hemp Humpers
Hemp Humpers — *145.6 — Le
mire, Nissen, Schmerler, Martin.
2nd—TX
3rd—SPE
* new record time set
Men's Intramurals
• 3-man basketball playoffs will
begin Monday, Dec. 6. Schedules
j^re available in the IM office.
* . •_5-man basketball rosters are
due "Dec. 7, play wfil begin Jan.
4. The $5.00 deposit fee must be in
to the Intramural Office by Dec.
8 for the team to be included in
the scheduling. There will be four
division; Novi ce, Independent,
Dorm and Fraternity.

Joe Balsis, two-time World
Billiards Champion, will demon
strate how to knock 15 balls into
one pocket at a special exhibition
in the University recreation cen
ter on Dec. 8.
Balsis, nicknamed “The Iron
Man of Billiards’’ because of his
husky build and nerveless play,
will perform at 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.

Holiday Special!
1 Free Glass of Beer or Cup
of Coffee with Each Sandwich

Original
Handcrafted
Gifts

uC-

CS
? om

3 3 7 E. Broadway

RBSENBbUM GALLERY

Holiday Sale
Yandt’s Christmas g ift to you in
big savings on Holiday purchases.

M 2 m u m :5

GOCD fOOD 5TOQE _

Our complete regular stock of

suits
WERE
$85.00

100.00

110.00
115.00
125.00
160.00
185.00
195.00

sportcoats
NOW

$68.00
80.00
88.00
92.00

O the r A lte ra tio n s

128.00
148.00
156.00

Extra a t Cost

Jackets, A ll Wool
Lightw eight
Name Brand Closeout
VALUES TO $45.00
$18.95
And
$25.00

FREE CUFFS —

100.00

WERE
$38.00
41.00
55.00
60.00
75.00
85.00

NOW
30.40
32.80
44.00
48.00
60.00

100.00

80.00
100.00

68.00

125.00
Topcoats, A ll Wool
Regular Stock
NOW
$60.00
68.00
76.00
120.00

WERE
$75.00
85.00
95.00
150.00

Men's Pants
20 Per Cent O ff
A ll W ool Dress
SALE PRICED $14.40 To $40.00

SHIRTS. ALL WOOL
Sport Short And
Long Sleeve
Name Brand Closeout
Values to $22.00
$12.95
And
$14.95

403 N. HIGGINS—

THE STORE FOR MEN AND WOMEN WHO RUT FOR MEN.
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'Marat/Sade-impossible to overact’
Montana

By Bruce Blgley
K a l i n i n Drama Reviewer

The drama department has chosen for its third
production of the year a recent classic by the
German playwright, Peter Weiss, “The Persecu
tion and Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat as
Performed by the Inmates of the Asylum of
Charenton Under the Direction of the Marquis de
Sade.” The title of the play, for obvious reasons
known as “Marat/Sade,” explains much about the
nature of the play.
Before I suggest certain limitations, let me say
that I count “Marat/Sade” among the two or
three best plays of the last few decades. Its ef
fects are truly shocking without being ungenuinely sensational.
The limitation of the play, when it is compared
to the true classics of the theater, is that there is
no real connection between the stunning theatricalism of the dramatic form and the intellectual
content or “message” of the play.
That message is contained, I think, in the de
bates on revolution between de Sade and Marat
(who is, of course, a creation of the pen of de
Sade).
The message is relevant in both the narrow and
the timeless sense: the debate between the
sensual individualism of de Sade and the altru
istic extremism of Marat. This debate is set
within the framework of a play within a play, a
well-worn convention used by playwrights since
at least the Renaissance to explore such problems
as the dichotomy between appearance or art and
reality. While this eternal problem is not unre
lated to the debates of de Sade and Marat, the
connection between the form and the content is
never really made here.
The fact that the roles of historical figures are
played by inmates of an asylum suggests some
thing about the nature of history; these madmen
strike us as more real than the representatives of
sanity, Coulmier and his family. But again the
connection to the debate is not well enough made.

The climax, in which the apparent illusion
overwhelms the apparent reality, also is effec
tive (and borrowed from Schnitzler’s “Green
Cockatoo”), but before this point, Weiss seems to
miss countless opportunities to tie form and con
tent together.
Nevertheless, the fact that Weiss’ play does not
quite measure up to the greatest masterpieces of
dramatic literature is no reason to stay home.
Alan Cook’s production is good. The characteriza
tion in the play tends to something like carica
ture, so with a few exceptions the parts are im
possible to overact. What might be a flaw in the
acting of another play becomes in “Marat/Sade”
a virtue. The two roles which require more than
this are Marat and de Sade themselves.
Iraj Sami as de Sade is weak at the beginning,
but toward the climax of the play his perform
ance strengthens considerably. Tom Blair is ex
cellent as the paranoic who plays Marat.
Cindy Holshue deserves special praise for her
convincing performance as the beautiful and de
mented Charlotte Corday, Marat’s assassin. Ev
Robertson is entertaining as the Herald. The
quartet of singers—Kathleen White, John Kee
gan, J. David Juneiman and Gene Alex—are most
effective; in fact their lyrics are often more audi
ble than the spoken dialogue. David Pichette de
serves special recognition for his portrayal of
Grendil, a mime. (The role is, if I’m not mistaken,
an original and brilliant interpolation in this pro
duction).
Praise must go to the inmates, played both by
the drama departments’ most seasoned actors and
by newer talents. The background of dementia
they provide is most uncomfortably real.
But the real praise must go to John Henry, the
choreographer, and Alan Cook, the director, for
the spectacular staging of the play. The audi
ence’s interest only occasionally flags in a very
long first act. Those unfamiliar with the play
should by all means see it, and those who know
it will not be disappointed by this production.

What The Devil!
Cold Cash for Books j
Dec. 8 thru 17th
50% of the New Book Price
on Books Being Used Next
Quarter
•jt Only One Line to Stand In
^ Commercial Book Vender
Here Dec. 8th thru 15th
•ff
+

Wiere?
ASUM Bookstore

Town&Conntr^
W inter Retreads
2for

AnySize
Listed

reviews
theater
music
events

Whitewalls or
Blackwalls
ANY SIZE
LISTED
7.75147.3545
7.75156.95-14
7.35-14
6.50-13
Plus 37< to 68<* per
tire Fed. Ex. tax and
two recappable tires
off your car.

on the tow n—
m u sk
Glenn Yarbrough and the
Havenstock River Band will ap
pear in concert tonight at 8:15
pjn. in the UC Ballroom.
th e a te r
The UM drama department
will present “The Persecution
and Assassination of Jean-Paul
MARAT as Performed by the
Inmates of the Asylum at Char
enton Under the Direction of
the Marquis de SADE. Perform
ances will begin tonight at
8:15 p.m. in the University
Theater.and will run through
Sunday.
dan ce
The 55th annual Foresters’
Ball will be held in the Field
House tonight and tomorrow
night at 8 p.m.
.art
Turner Hall. An exhibition
of the works of Renaissance

artist Albrect Durer will appear
through Dec. 10.
Art Attic. A variety of oils
and water colors will be dis
played in an antique framework.
Rosemblum Gallery. Handcarved wildlife miniatures by
Missoula artist Wallace Roberts
will be featured. Oils by Neil
Parsons, etchings by Michael
Gorman and jewelry by Earl
Eder also will be on display.
Magic Mushroom. The exhibit
will include pottery and prints
by UM graduate student Mike
Dodson. Works by the National
L e a g u e of American Pen
Women also will be shown.
m o v ie s
Skin Game. A pre-Civil War
James Garner and a black ac
complice conspire to foil south
ern slave traders. (Fox).

The Notorious Cleopatra and
Weekend Lovers. Dirty movies.
(Go West Drive-In).
Summer of ’42. Lonely war
widow seduces innocent young
man. (Roxy).
Tora Tora Tora. A reproduc
tion of Pearl Harbor that rivals
even the original. Also showing
is B.S. I Love You, the story of
a school teacher, an advertising
executive, a nymphomaniac and
fa nymphomaniac’s mother.
(Golden Horn).
Kotch. Walter Matthau stars
as an old man who befriends a
runaway girl. (Wilma).

Firestone Store

e. M«n &Pattee
Come in and Visit
Our Swinging New
Record Shop
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE/BARK

Strike A
RED HEAD PIN
Win a Free Game Sunday
UC BOWLING

INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL
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Larger sizes 2 for $31

Single tires proportionately priced

•

ROSTERS DUE
DECEMBER 7

•

LEAGUE BEGINS
JANUARY 4

•

IN FO R M ATIO N AT
FH 213

Live - Juke Box

Pepsi
and other soft drinks
All the Great Hits

w m m mm

BL°°D, SWEAT&TEAR.S

including:
Go Down Gamblin'/John The Baptist (Holy John)
Lisa, Listen To Me/Cowboys And Indians
Mama Gets High

BIG Selection of Tapes
8 Tracks and Cassettes
TE N YEA R S AFTER
A SPACE IN .TIME

— Special O ffer—

For All UM Students
Clip this Ad and Bring
It in and SAVE $1.00
on All Records
D through H

including:
OnaOfThaaaDaya/HardMonkaya/UndaJam
I’d Love To Change The World
/as A Time

CXXXX] r

Poster Sale
TWO FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF ONE

This Week Only
BUY ONE—put your sweaty little fist in the grab bag
for a FREEBIE!
You Also See That Our Poster Prices Are
the LOWEST in Town

RECORDS IN STOCK—$3.84 - $4.84

The Music Business
2326 Regent

Across from the Fairgrounds

I ’ni proud of
where he bought
my diamond!

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
ART STUDENTS are busy pre
paring wares for their annual
art sale to be held Tuesday and
Wednesday in the University
Center Mall. One of the students
said anyone may sell art items
at the sale, provided they were
made by the seller. Each person
participating in the sale must
pay a $3 fee to cover the cost of
advertising. Pottery, jewelry,
candles, drawings, prints and
small sculptures are among the
items to be featured at the sale,
which will run from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. both days. Money will go
to the artists.

Will she be proud or embarrassed when friends ask
where you bought her diamond? And, will you be
, embarrassed about the price you paid for the quality
received? Today, there are no “bargains” in diamonds.
You save no more—often lose—when you try to cut
comers. Your knowledgeable American Gem Society
member jeweler—one with a local reputation to safe
guard and standards to maintain—is your wisest choice.
Moreover, she will be proud to know her diamond
came from us. Don’t disappoint her.
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

'D o s tS .

IJeuteieM
M BO North m a in

SOFT BLACK GLO VE LEATHER
TH IC K PILE L IN IN G
ADJUSTABLE LEG FIT
SPEED LACE
$2500

The Boot for You!
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SKI SALE
1970-1971

KNEISSL
BLUE STARS

$10995

1020 North Ave.

Reg. $169

SKI PACKAGES
Starting with beginners to experts:
OUR PACKAGES INCLUDE
D iffe re n t

RED
STARS

SKIES—BOOTS—BINDINGS—POLES

$119

FREE MOUNTINGS

Reg. $185

O N SKI PACKAGES THIS WEEK

SAVE $ 1 0 0 .0 0
•ERBACHER “ Glass Skis
•HEIRUNG BOOTS
men’s and ladies
•SKI POLES
•SALMON BINDINGS
•REG. $239.95

$139

95

FISCHER SKIS
SUPERGLASS

* 1 0 0 1

Reg. $185

)

I

1970-1971 Model

B E G IN N ER S PACKAGES

SPA LD IN G SKIS

'♦V A IL SKIS
♦STEP-IN BINDINGS
♦BUCKLE BOOTS
♦ARLBERG STRAPS

GLASS
MODEL

$7488

Reg. $120

$7495
SKI BOOTS

REG.
$ 1 2 6 ’°

w

S N O W B U N N Y PACKAGE
KNEISSL
1 2 0 0 s k i s .........................................
GEZE
B IN D IN G .............................

POLES
n

, 0Q 1

^

Reg. '231

H E IR U N G

^ ^ oots

s in n
U
$37

$1Q

♦Hum anic

*70

606 COVERITES
Reg. $100

$ 1 6 9 ,s

♦Hum anic
RED/WHITES
COVERITES
Reg. $90

SKI PACKAGE
•
•
•
•
•

HEAD 240 SKIS
Reg. $250
STEP-IN S-40 SALM O N BINDINGS
HEIRUNG BOOTS
SKI POLES
ARLBERG STRAPS

$49 '

♦Hum anic

$169'

WHITES
Reg. $70

M O U N T IN G

BRO W N *S

$6400

SPORTS
CENTER

1 0 2 0 N o rth A v e .
M is s o u la , M o n t.

$29 '

